LOCAL AUTHORS

By Anne Knudsen

Desperate Paths

sits in jail, challenging one sheriff ’s
perception of justice. With multi-layered
characters, shocking events, and an
all-too-believable premise, the novel leads
readers to question their own biases and
find empathy where they least expect it.

Shock and social controversy
abound in new crime thriller

I

n her latest novel, Geneva author
E.C. Diskin demonstrates that she
is not afraid to jump into hot-button
topics with both feet. Set in the climate
of #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter,
Desperate Paths opens with the shooting
of a celebrated black actor within hours
of returning to his small, mostly white
hometown of Eden, fictionally located
in southern Illinois. The twists and turns
of the investigation soon reveal that the
victim was working on a screenplay set
in the town where he was raised — and
the stories he planned to tell could

E. C. Diskin is a Geneva-based mystery writer
whose previous works include Broken Grace,
Depth of Lies and The Green Line.

destroy the careers, reputations and families
of some of Eden’s most beloved citizens.
At rapid-fire pace, secrets and lies are
laid bare — and a suspect, another outsider,
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